April 20, 2021

Dear Dr. Woodcock, Mr. Regan and Dr. Thomas,

Re: Engineered nanomaterials in masks claimed as protection against COVID-19

We write to urge you to use your authorities and competencies to ban the import and sale of medical masks and civilian equivalents in the United States and its territories that incorporate certain nanoscale materials. Furthermore, you should recall any such masks presently in the United States and its territories and strongly advise against the continued use of such masks because wholesale and retail recalls will not prevent the use of these masks by individuals unaware that regular use of the masks, e.g., by teachers and school children, will result in inhaling these nanomaterials at occupational exposure levels.
Jim Thomas, of the ETC Group in Canada, has aggregated Department of Commerce Harmonized System data on U.S. imports of Shengquan Group masks. Shengquan is a prominent global manufacturer of medical and civilian use masks incorporating biomass derived nanographene. Mr. Thomas estimates that companies including Shengquan USA, SQ Medical, Shengquan Canada, Aussino, Dolbec International, BP Exploration and others have imported into the U.S. over 600 million masks from Shengquan New Materials company since the beginning of the pandemic. We attach an Excel spreadsheet with Mr. Thomas’s Harmonized System data and his aggregation calculations. (Attachment 1) Shengquan masks incorporating nanographene “heal fiber” are not always advertised as such, so it is impossible to determine what percentage of the masks incorporate nanographene. The certificate of registration by one importer of the Shengquan masks explicitly notes that the certificate does not constitute Food and Drug Administration approval of the mask. However, Shengquan states in its marketing materials that its nanographene masks provides “equivalent protection” to that of National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) certified masks and implies its imported masks are FDA approved.

We make this request in the full recognition that mask wearing continues to be a public health measure of critical importance as we enter the fourth wave of COVID-19. However, recent events concerning masks that incorporate antimicrobial nanomaterials provide evidence of the urgent need for you to take precautionary actions for imported masks that have not undergone pre-market safety reviews and post-market surveillance.

On April 2, Health Canada issued an advisory, “Face masks that contained graphene may pose health risks” due to the inhalation of nano-scale graphene particles. Canadian TV disclosed that the masks entered Canada through a misstep on the supply chain, along with an emergency order to facilitate COVID-19-related supplies, so the masks were subject to very little oversight. The FDA spokesperson Audra Harrison contradicted the company claim that its masks had “passed the United States FDA certification.” The FDA told CTV that there’s no such thing as an FDA certification. In fact, they had to send letters to several mask manufacturers telling them to stop making such claims. The FDA hasn’t authorized any graphene-coated masks and “is unaware of any face masks with graphene being legally marketed or distributed in the U.S. at this time. In the U.S., any devices that include drugs, biologics [biological materials] or additives such as graphene... require FDA’s specific review and marketing authorization,” she said.

On April 6, five weeks after Belgian authorities recalled masks containing nano-scale titanium dioxide and silver particles, four European and Canadian non-governmental organizations wrote to the President of the European Union Commission, the European Parliament, the Executive Director of European Chemical Safety, and the Commissioner of the Directorate General of Health and Food Safety to urge them to ban the import and sale (physical or
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1 https://www.amazon.com/SHENGQUAN-2021-Disposable-Face-Masks/dp/B08WZ99VWY/ref=sr_1_7?dchild=1&keywords=SHENGQUAN&qid=1617997825&sr=8-7
4 https://montreal.ctvnews.ca/recalled-masks-were-worn-by-thousands-of-quebec-kids-feds-say-import-rule-wasn-t-followed-1.5388068
electronically mediated) of the masks labeled as containing nanographene or biomass graphene.⁵ On February 20, the Shengquan Group boasted that EU President Ursula von der Leyen was shown in a photo wearing one of their biomass graphene masks (FFP2).⁶ According to the company, its FFP2 masks have a “protective effect [is] equivalent to N95 mask which certified by National institute of Occupational Health and Safety.”⁷,sic

On April 13, the city of Nancy and Nancy urban district in France recalled millions of products containing nanographene, following Canadian authorities’ decision.⁸

On April 15, the Spanish Agency for Medicines and Health Products issued a report calling for the cessation of marketing and use of graphene IIR surgical masks manufactured by Shandong Shenquan New Materials Co. Ltd, China.⁹ The Spanish Agency is conducting research on the safety of the nanographene masks and recommends cessation of the use of surgical masks containing graphene.

The Shengquan Group claims to be able to produce 3 million masks per day from biomass graphene.¹⁰ The company has exported at least 74 shipments of its nanographene masks, with the brand name “heal fiber” to the U.S., mostly through its own U.S. subsidiary but also through global medical supply sourcing companies, such as Microbridges, based in Virginia. In February, the Shengquan Group announced it had developed a material, trade marked as “Nano VTS” that claims to kill 100% of three coronaviruses, including COVID-19.¹¹

Although EPA has conditionally registered one nanosilver product, HeiQ AGS-20, the conditional use permit was for a textile preservative against mildew and mold¹² and it has registered another nanosilver product NSPW Nanosilver, also as a textile preservative.¹³ The HeiQ respirator that had been approved by the FDA is no longer approved.¹⁴ To our knowledge, with the exception of the revoked HeiQ authorization, none of your agencies has issued a conditional use permit or conducted a voluntary consultation with manufacturers of nanotechnology enabled textiles for use in masks, whether for medical personnel or for
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⁶ http://e.shengquan.com/index.php?m=content&c=index&a=show&catid=19&id=240
⁷ Ibid.
¹⁰https://nm.manufacturer.globalsources.com/si/6008852295560/CompanyProfile.htm?state_filt=CN_CNFIU?source=GSOLHP_Top20_Trending_2
civilians. Nonetheless, a large portion of masks sold have been identified as using nano materials, which are apparently not approved for use in masks.\textsuperscript{15} However, the Wall Street Journal did report that in addition to the HeiQ respirator, a large number of N95 masks were rejected by the FDA for not meeting standards, reducing the number of mask importers from 80 companies to only 14, and some of these rejected mask companies contain nano in their names.\textsuperscript{16} More than 1,300 Chinese medical-device companies that registered to sell protective gear and other equipment in the U.S. during the coronavirus pandemic listed as their American representative a purported Delaware entity CCTC that uses a false address and nonworking phone number, according to a Wall Street Journal analysis.\textsuperscript{17} The Shengquan Group is one of those companies that used CCTC.

We believe that the scientists in your agencies are fully aware of the potential toxicity of nano silver, nanocopper and nanographene as used in masks. Still, we would point you to a 2018 review of studies on the toxicity of nanographene in ACS Nano. The authors conclude that “based on the scarce available evidence, it cannot be excluded that some forms of graphene will be as potent a toxicant as carbon nanotubes”.\textsuperscript{18}

We strongly support the wearing of masks to protect against COVID-19, but the masks must all use properly registered ingredients and not be toxic to the masks’ users.

We urge you to withdraw these potentially toxic nanographene, nano silver and nano copper masks from the U.S. market.

Sincerely,

Jaydee Hanson, Policy Director, International Center for Technology Assessment & Center for Food Safety, jhanson@centerforfoodsafety.org

Steven Suppan, Senior Policy Analyst, Institute on Agriculture and Trade Policy, ssuppan@iatp.org

Jim Thomas, Research Director, ETC Group, jim@etcgroup.org

\textsuperscript{15} See list of nano masks identified by Center for Food Safety in summer of 2020. These masks were previously reported to CPSC and EPA. https://www.centerforfoodsafety.org/blog/6201/know-the-health-risks-before-investing-in-an-antimicrobial-nano-silver-mask-and-what-to-buy-instead


\textsuperscript{17} https://www.wsj.com/articles/over-1-300-chinese-medical-suppliers-to-u-s-including-mask-providers-use-bogus-registration-data-11591991270

John Ullman, Director, Safer Chemicals and Procurement, Health Care Without Harm U.S., jullman@hcwh.org

Dana Perls, Senior Food and Technology Program Manager, Friends of the Earth, dperls@foe.org